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The Story Of A Rose For Emily English Literature Essay. words The details of Miss Emily were revealed with the death
of her father Mr. Grierson. Now she.

Miss Emily refers to Homer as just not the marrying type and is worried that he might leave her. The house
was located on one of the best town of Jefferson. These examples show that the power of death triumphs over
everything, including "poor Emily", herself. It starts with the announcement of Emily's death, an event that has
the entire town talking. Miss Emily is a tradition woman who hangs on to her old ways and tries to break free
of them. The people in Miss Emily 's city gossip about. It is because he is an outlier that Emily becomes
attracted to him. There seems to be some type of dispute between Emily and the cousins, indicated by them
living far away from Emily and the fact that they did not go to Emily's father's funeral. Compson separates
women into categories he thinks every female at the time falls into. The community comes to view her as a
"hereditary obligation" on the town, who must be humored and tolerated. Desiree is sexually and racially
othered by Armand because she does not fit into his white patriarchal system that she had believed to be pure.
Faulkner was of the belief, like the south, that women were socially and mentally inferior. After the Civil War,
the family falls into hard times. This is shown in the story through Emily's conflicts with the town and her
refusal of cooperation. His control over Emily's personal life prohibited her from romantic involvement.
Finally, she dies, entirely except for her manservant, Tobe. His use of metaphors prepares the reader for the
bittersweet ending. Here we see grounds of some sort of psychological jobs with Emily. Shortly after their
reaching, Homer leaves and so returns after the cousins leave Jefferson. There, she asks to buy arsenic. I think
the conflict in the story is Miss Emily not being able to find love. The reason for Sartoris remitting her taxes is
never given, only that he told Emily it was because her father loaned the money to the town. She guessed that
Birdie would seek to salvage her small male child, and knew that as Birdie is made of cellulose she would
rapidly fire. Readers can only understand her character through passed down information from other
characters. Southern authors aim to depict the real south within southern gothic works that reveal the concern
of discrimination and acknowledgement of black women being discriminated against inside of the white-male
hierarchy. At that time, giving a rose to a woman was common if they had been through a great tragedy. A
contributing factor to this point would change. The story is an allegory for the change that the South dealt with
after the Civil War, with Emily representing the resistance of that change.


